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Abstract. Speech synthesis systems usually use the Viterbi algorithm as a basis
for unit selection, while it is not the only possible choice. In this paper, we
study a speech synthesis system relying on the A∗ algorithm, which is a general
pathfinding strategy developing a graph rather than a lattice. Using state of the
art techniques, we propose and analyze different selection strategies and evaluate
them using a subjective evaluation on the N-best paths returned. The best strategy
achieves a MOS score of 3.29 (±0.18). More interesting, the proposed system
enables an in-depth analysis of unit selection.
Keywords: Corpus-based Unit Selection TTS, Evaluation, Cost function accu-
racy, Concatenation cost, Cost weighting.

1 Introduction

Currently, two main techniques dominate the field of Text-to-Speech synthesis. One
of them is the parametric approach for which HTS [1] is the main system. The second
one is the historical concatenative approach extended by [2] and widely implemented,
for example in [3,4,5,6,7]. Even if the majority of research works concern the HTS
framework, it is the corpus-based approach which is mainly used in commercial
systems. In both cases, the current main research problem is expressivity control during
synthesis [8]. Then, to enable the exploration of expressive corpus-based synthesis, we
have to explore the in-depth behavior of the system and especially cost functions.

In corpus-based synthesis, the fundamental question is how the most appropriate
sequence of units in an annotated speech corpus can be efficiently selected? This most
appropriate units sequence is generally found by minimizing two criteria: the number of
concatenations and the risk of generating hearable concatenation artefacts. Numerous
criteria have been proposed in [9] but generally the cost function to optimize follows
the form [3]:

U∗ = argmin
U

(

card(U)∑
n=1

Ct (un) +

card(U)∑
n=2

Cc(un−1, un)) (1)

where U∗ is the best unit sequence according to the cost function and un the candidate
unit in the candidate sequence U intending to match the nth target unit. The sub-cost
Ct (un) (target cost) represents the distance between candidate and corresponding target
unit. The second sub-cost (concatenation cost), Cc(un−1, un), is the distance between
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the current candidate un and the previous one un−1 in the path, used tominimize artifacts
in concatenation areas.

Since unit selection has to process millions of candidate units, pruning is needed to
give a result in an acceptable time or even in real time for most industrial applications. In
most cases, the Viterbi algorithm [10] is used to find the best unit sequence (for example
in [4,11,7]), but it is not the only possible one. An attempt to use a genetic algorithm
in [12] can also be mentioned. Practically, the Viterbi algorithm is optimal and achieves
a complexity ofO(N ∗ K 2), K being the maximum of candidate units for a given target
phoneme. Since unit selection can be formulated as a path finding problem, other graph
exploration algorithms can also be applied. In particular, some algorithms like A∗ are
better-suited for heuristic introduction to speed up the unit selection step.

In this paper, we describe in Section 2 a new unit selection based TTS system relying
on the A∗ algorithm, built to analyze cost functions behavior and exploration strategies.
Then the general architecture of the system is proposed in Section 3. A description of
the corpus used follows in Section 4 and the experimental setup is depicted in Section 5.
Finally, the results are presented in Section 6. The paper is viewed as a preliminary study
aiming at demonstrating the feasibility of using a A* algorithm to drive a unit selection
process. The second objective of the paper is to establish a reference set of preselection
filters and cost function for a comparison with other algorithms.

2 Unit Selection as a Pathfinding Problem

In this section we first introduce the A∗ algorithm used to find the best unit sequence
according to the cost function. Then, some implementation details are given.

2.1 A∗ Algorithm

Contrary to the Viterbi algorithm, which computes a lattice containing all the candidate
nodes (or at least M nodes for each time instant), A∗ algorithm develops a graph. At each
time instant, it explores the best node of the graph using a cost function that depends on
both the path from the source node and the estimated cost to the target.

Originally introduced in 1968 by [13], the algorithm basically operates by searching
for a path in a directed graph, whose nodes only have a finite number of successors,
between a start node and a target node. To avoid arbitrary choice of the start node, we
introduce a dedicated start node s which has the first candidate units as successors. We
make a similar choice by introducing a unique target node t . 614bibThe algorithm uses a
cost function of the form f (n) = g(n) + h(n)with g(n) being the cost of the sub-path
between s and current node n and h(n) being the estimated (heuristic) cost between n
and t .

At each step, A∗ takes the most promising node according to f (n) and expends
its successors (computing f (n) by the way) until t is reached. h(n) is a heuristic that
enables to speed up the algorithm by privileging the nodes that seem to be on an optimal
path over those which have a better g(n) cost but may lead to greater costs in the
future [14].
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Considering a unique target node, one of the main advantages of A∗ is that the
algorithm delivers an optimal solution if the heuristic is admissible, ie. if h(n) ≤ h∗(n),
where h∗(n) is the real minimum value of the distance to the target node. In particular,
note that the algorithm is optimal in the trivial case h(n) = 0, ie. if there is no heuristic,
and turns out to be equivalent to Dijkstra’s algorithm.

2.2 Adaptation to the unit selection problem

Considering the algorithm presented above, the main functions that need to be adapted
to our problem are (1) the cost function computation and (2) the successor function. In
this work, we only consider the g(n) part of the cost function, thus putting h(n) to 0
which insures algorithm optimality. The cost function is detailed in Section 3.2.

Concerning the successor function, it needs to consider domain-based knowledge.
During the search process, each phone of the target sequence is considered as the start
of a potential unit for developing the graph. Moreover, for a particular unit, all the
candidates within a window of width w = 5 are explored. Window width has been
chosen arbitrarily to give satisfying search speed.

Furthermore, to improve algorithmic performance, the OPEN list is implemented
as a binary heap sorted according to the cost function and a joined hash table to get
quick membership queries. In addition, all the graph nodes are not computed, only those
expanded during the successors search are really created.

In order to explore cost functions behavior, we modified the algorithm to be able
to get the N-best paths, and also to get the N-best paths between a minimum and a
maximum cost.

3 System Architecture

The system is interfaced with the Roots toolkit as described in [15]. For the synthesis,
feature extraction starts from Roots files (generated from textual source using automatic
tools) containing the target sequence with the needed annotations. Then the unit
selection step is done using the A∗ algorithm presented in Section 2. This step is
parameterized by a cost function and user parameters (for example, requesting the best
path or the N-best paths). The selection process makes queries to the corpus through the
pre-selection filters as explained in Section 3.1. Finally, signal generation is performed
by mixing each two units on an horizon of 2 pitch periods, using Hann windows.

3.1 Pre-selection filters

As the problem of searching for variable-sized units in a corpus is computationally
expensive, hash tables and pre-selection filters are implemented to speed up the unit
selection process [11]. To achieve this, a key containing discrete information (mostly
binary) is created for each speech segment (phoneme or non speech sound) in the corpus.
That enables A∗ to take or reject the unit quickly by just comparing the values in the
key with target values. The key contains phonetic, linguistic and prosodic information.
Binary masks are used to get access only to the desired information during runtime.
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The pre-selection filters, using data included in segments keys, are integrated to the
hash functions used to access the units in the corpus in order to reduce the number of
candidates added to the OPEN list. The set of filters used for these experiments is the
following, for each speech segment constituting the unit:

1. Is the segment a non speech sound?
2. Is it in the onset of the syllable?
3. Is it in the coda of the syllable?
4. Is it in the last syllable of its breath group?
5. Is the current syllable in word end?
6. Is the current syllable in word beginning?

In the case of a non speech sound, the only feature that matters is the first one, the
others being all set to false. if no unit corresponding to the current set of filters is found,
the pre-selection filters are relaxed one by one, starting from the end of the list. The
priority order of the filters is the one given above. One drawback is that we can explore
candidates far from the target features we want, thus risking to produce artefacts but this
backtracking mechanism insures to actually find a unit and so insures the production of
a solution.

3.2 The target and concatenation costs

The cost of a unit is generally divided into a target cost and a concatenation cost as
described in equation (1). Here, only the concatenation cost is included in the function,
the target cost part being achieved by the filters. Weights are introduced here to balance
the magnitude differences of the sub-costs.

Concatenation cost Here, we consider three sub-costs, well rated in the state of the
art, for concatenation quality evaluation which are MFCC, amplitude and f0 distances,
all weighted to give equal importance to each sub-cost on a phoneme basis. Basic
rules addressing duration where first included and then dropped, first because they did
not show a real improvement and also because generated speech seems generally well
enough. Nevertheless, the inclusion of real duration or intonation models would be very
interesting. Hence, we have the following concatenation cost:

Cc(u, v) = Wm f cc(u, v)Cm f cc(u, v) +

Wamp(u, v)Camp(u, v) + WF0(u, v)CF0(u, v)

where u and v are the two units under comparison, Wm f cc(u, v) is the normalization
coefficient for the MFCC cost Cm f cc(u, v), Wamp(u, v) is the normalization coefficient
for the amplitude cost Camp(u, v) and WF0(u, v) is the normalization coefficient for
the F0 cost CF0(u, v).

Weights tuning is a completely distinct problem, and many methods have been
experimented. [16] includes a good review of the most common techniques. Actually,
subjective methods remain widely used among TTS systems, in the absence of objective
methods strongly correlated to perception. Here, we consider that the weights are
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linked to the phoneme to be concatenated and are computed using means and standard
deviations for each phoneme of the corpus.

In addition, given that in particular context-dependent and voiced phonemes are
more susceptible to produce concatenation artefacts than others because of higher
spectrum, pitch and energy variability, we decided to evaluate the relevance of a
feature addressing this particular issue. Different additions to cost functions have been
experimented [9] [17], but the one we viewed as the most promising was only used, to
our knowledge, for corpus reduction. This feature, ”vocalic sandwich” cost [18] [19] is
a sequence of phonemes following the regular expression C(W ∗V W ∗)+C where V is
the vowels set, C a set including all the consonants considered to feature good splicing
properties and W contains the remaining. In our implementation, we put a penalty to the
units not respecting the sandwich expression.

Target cost In our implementation, the target cost is not directly incorporated in the
cost function. Indeed, we consider that there is no need to integrate the nodes failing to
show a certain fitting to the target sequence in the graph. As other works showed, the
nodes achieving a good target cost are generally equally satisfying. Hence, features used
for preselection also stand as binary target sub-costs. This means there is no target cost
mark in our implementation, units are processed by pass or reject preselection filters.
As the values we use are binary, their integration into the preselection filters is easy.
Thus, the units that satisfy a given level of filters are considered equivalent regarding
the target cost.

4 Corpus Analysis

For all the experiments, we used a French expressive corpus built from an audiobook
spoken by a single male speaker. The corpus is automatically annotated using the global
process described in [15] and is represented using the Roots toolkit. Speech signal is
sampled at 44.1kHz (1 channel) and the mean F0 value for the speaker considering
voiced segments is as low as 87Hz.

Since it is an audiobook, the content of the corpus and expressivity are not controlled,
which may be a problem. For instance, as the voice has not been recorded for TTS
purposes, prosody is sometimes exaggerated. Nevertheless, such a corpus has some
interesting properties like homogeneous speech or good signal quality.

Concerning the size of the full corpus, it consists of 3 339 utterances, totalizing
419 742 speech segments (388 251 phonemes & 31 491 non speech sounds). The overall
length of the corpus is 10h 45’. Diphoneme covering (and other non speech sounds) is
78%. The missing diphones are most of the time unused in French or even impossible.

The full corpus is then split into three sub-corpora: learning (3 139 utterances),
testing (100 utterances) and validation (100 utterances). Testing and validation corpora
are manual checked and represent about 25’ each.
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5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental setup

The experiments we have conducted intend to:

1. Prove that a TTS system using A* to drive a unit selection process is viable.
2. Demonstrate the ability of the system to extract the N-best paths easily.
3. Assess the overall performance of the system.
4. Establish a reference cost function for further experiments.
5. Verify the stability of the cost functions presented above: the main idea is to explore

the variability & ranking accuracy for the 100 best paths found by our system.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the global cost for the 100 best paths found. The
target sentence is ”Car ce n’est pas le chagrin qui la fit partir” (Because it is not grief
that caused her to leave). Due to the differences between selected units among the paths,
costs are reported to each phoneme on the sequence (x axis). At first glance, we observe
little variability among the paths. Most changes seem to occur on the first/last units
(Non Speech Sounds here actually). Due to lack of space we cannot show figures for
individual sub-cost illustrating the compensations existing between them. The mean
number of units passing the filters is approximately 200, with a mean size of 3.8 phones
for selected units, which is satisfying. We noted that the relaxation of filters was quite
rare, which could signify other filters can be added to refine our target cost.

Fig. 1. Global cost evolution for 100-best paths (French sentence ”Car ce n’est pas le chagrin qui
la fit partir”).
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Three listening tests were also accomplished. For each, we have followed ITU-T
P.800 recommendation, with 8 expert testers, questions/answers being those described
in the recommendation.

6 Results and Discussion

6.1 Overall quality

The first subjective test is a MOS test intending to rate the global performance of two
variants of the system: (1)Basewith all weights set to 1, (2) Smoothing: adjustedweights
but no sandwich, (3) Sandwich: weights set to 1 + sandwich cost and finally (4) All:
adjusted weights + sandwich costs. Each listener evaluates 20 samples for each system.

The results of the MOS test are shown on Figure 2 on the left. The Smoothing
function gives the best overall quality with a MOS score of 3.29 (±0.18). This result
is better than Base’s result (2.93 ±0.17). Surprisingly, Base achieves a reasonably
good performance considering the distribution of the sub-costs. Indeed, an unweighted
amplitude cost tends to upper bound the values of other sub-costs. Then, we can
think that the amplitude cost has a significant impact (in well) on listeners’ decisions.
More analysis on the individual sub-costs, particularly correlation tests, should be
performed to complete this result. On the contrary, the use of sandwich penalties
seems inconclusive (3.05 (±0.18)), even when combined with weighted sub-costs(2.98
(±0.20)). We believe that trying to find a vocalic sandwich path may result in worse
fitted units on the prosodic plan than those selected only over spectral considerations.

Fig. 2.MOS test between the 4 variants of the cost function (left) and DMOS results for the 1st ,
10th , 50th and 100th paths of the Smoothing cost function (right).

6.2 Behavior of the cost function with the N-best paths

Given these results, we have decided to conduct a DMOS test involving the Smoothing
system which is the best system according to preceding tests.

Each time, the natural signal is confronted to a synthesized signal corresponding
to the 1st , 10th , 50th or 100th path according to unit selection and a duplicated natural
reference. Each listener hears the 12 same sentences for each system. Figure 2 (right
part) shows results of the test. The results for all paths are approximately 3, meaning
slightly annoying degradation. Confidence intervals are thiner but no preference can
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be observed. No correlation between functions rankings and the testers choices are
observed and minimal variability is spotted. These results raise many interrogations.
First, the concatenation costs or the distance used may not be accurate. Secondly, as
other works also pointed out low variability over the first paths, it would be more
relevant to lookup further, up to the 1 000 first paths for example. These questions should
be considered in order to enhance the ranking function.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a new speech synthesis system with an original unit
selection algorithm implemented as an A∗ rather than the usual Viterbi. The system,
designed as an experimental platform to explore the behavior of concatenative speech
synthesis in depth, implements state of the art mechanisms to perform the unit selection.
In particular, using A∗ makes it very easy to explore the N-best paths in a unit selection
problem while a good heuristic can drastically improve the time necessary to sort the
problem out without sacrificing the result’s optimality. Several cost functions have
been evaluated for this new system, showing that vocalic sandwiches, very efficient
for corpus reduction, do not enhance speech quality when used as part of the selection
process. Furthermore, a reference cost function, Smoothing, has been established for
further experiments. Further works will focus on 3 aspects: (1) Filters refinement, (2)
cost function improvement and finally (3) comparing our A* with Viterbi considering
efficiency, speed and overall quality using the same set of filters, cost function and
corpora.
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